A 53-year-old woman was transferred by ambulance to our institution because of hematemesis. Her medical history included alcoholic cirrhosis with no regular medical follow-up or treatment. Emergency esophagogastroduodenoscopy (EGD) identified a “bleeding jet” from isolated gastric varices in the fundus (Fig. 1). Hemostasis was immediately achieved with a hemoclip (Fig. 2), and finally a total of eight hemoclips were applied to prevent re-bleeding.

The patient had no hematemesis thereafter, and EGD on day 4 after admission revealed that four hemoclips remained on the varices (Fig. 3).

On day 16 after admission, balloon-occluded retrograde transvenous obliteration (BRTO) was carried out successfully to eradicate the gastric varices. At 2 months, the gastric varices had decreased markedly in size (Fig. 4).

It is recommended that bleeding from gastric fundal varices is treated by endoscopic variceal obliteration using tissue adhesives, where available, otherwise, endoscopic variceal ligation is an option [1,2]. Endoscopic ligation, however, can cause larger and deeper ulcers and is associated with higher rates of secondary bleeding in comparison with cyanoacrylate injection or sclerotherapy [2,3]. We have applied hemoclips to arrest bleeding when injection therapy has been unavailable in an emergency setting. Mechanical therapy using hemoclips can approximate the two sides of a bleeding vessel immediately, definitively, and securely, thus occluding it and stopping the bleeding. It is also theoretically advantageous in patients who have coagulopathy because it provides direct occlusion of a bleeding vessel. Furthermore, as hemoclips are made of steel, they do not elicit an inflammatory reaction. Hemoclips generally fall off at 10–14 days after deployment, after the lesion has partly healed and when it is unlikely to re-bleed [4]. However, hemoclips may dislodge spontaneously within a day of application, thus limiting their efficacy. Therefore, even if a bleeding site is successfully closed with the first clip, additional hemoclips should be deployed to ensure secure closure. Using this approach, the gastric varices in our present

**Endoscopic hemostasis with hemoclips for active gastric variceal bleeding**

---

**Fig. 1** A “bleeding jet” from the gastric varices clearly identified at endoscopy.

**Fig. 2** The active gastric variceal bleeding was immediately arrested after application of the first hemoclip.
A total of four hemoclips were found to have remained on the gastric varices during a second-look esophagogastroduodenoscopy (EGD) on day 4 after admission; no active bleeding or blood clot was identified in the stomach.

At follow-up esophagogastroduodenoscopy (EGD) 2 months later, the gastric varices had decreased markedly in size, and no hemoclip was found.
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